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This guide is designed to give those considering
relocating an insight into what it’s like to live and
work offshore, the salaries and benefits on offer and
advice on how best to go about making the move.
Alex Gotch - Director
Alex is a qualified lawyer and previously worked as a
Finance lawyer at a Silver Circle UK law firm in
London. He has been in legal recruitment since 2013
and is responsible for all permanent fee-earner
recruitment from newly qualified through to partner
level, across all practice areas in the offshore market.
For all enquiries about the Cayman Islands, contact
Alex at Alex.Gotch@beacon-legal.com.au
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Top 3 reasons for working Offshore?

Lifestyle
Generally, the expectations around billing targets and excessive hours are less in
jurisdictions such as the Cayman Islands and the BVI. Targets are often very
manageable and there is a strong focus on work life balance. It is not uncommon for
targets to be as low annually as 1450 hours (compare to 1800 in London, with many US
firm lawyers clocking 2500 hours).
The physical locations are also often more peaceful and tranquil than living in a
major city such as London or Dubai. There is still plenty to do in the main offshore
jurisdictions, although on a smaller scale than you’d experience in a major world city.
Earning capacity
Offshore law firms pay well and you can benefit from highly favourable tax regimes.
For instance, in the Cayman Islands you can earn more than a comparable lawyer in
London and the tax rate is zero. This offers great propensity to save money and buy a
house if and when you decide to relocate back home. This is often a popular
motivation.
Diversifying experience
The top offshore law firms offer high quality of work which is specific to the relevant
market. This can provide new challenges and a learning curve to add to your overall
skill set. Onshore law firms regularly hire from offshore law firms so there is no major
barrier to re-entering the onshore market should you wish.
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What's it like to work there?
The Cayman Islands are located away from the main mass of the Caribbean
archipelago and are due south of Cuba and Florida. Grand Cayman is the main island
which houses the Financial Services sector and the major law firms. Grand Cayman
has many high-end hotels, bars and restaurants. You also have immaculate beaches
on your door step to give the best of both worlds.
Qualifications required
Commonwealth qualifications are accepted (restricted to Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and the UK). There is a minimum requirement of 3 years of post-qualification
experience to be admitted. Your employer will deal with the admission as well as
assist with the visa process - work permits take about 8 weeks to be granted.
Transport links
Cayman is well-connected to the US and a number of the other Caribbean islands and
there are regular flights, making US travel easy and accessible. Miami is a 1.5 hour
flight away and NYC is 3.5 hours. Many lawyers will use the Cayman Islands as a
convenient hub to be able to travel in the US on weekends and holidays.
Recreation
The bars and restaurants are upscale and plentiful. As well as tourists, the strong expat community of professionals are often found in the bars and restaurants enjoying
what the Caymans have to offer. The Caymans offer a great array of outdoor activities:
scuba diving, fishing, sailing, kite-boarding, surfing, swimming and triathlons to
name but a few.
Accomodation
Accommodation is of an excellent standard and although it can be fairly expensive, it
is high quality and adds to the attraction of the island. You can find apartments and
houses depending on your needs and budget and law firms are good at assisting new
employees get settled.
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Market and Salaries

Market
Demand from firms in the Cayman Islands was high in 2019, with the major firms
hiring more than in previous years. The demand for banking and finance lawyers,
corporate lawyers and litigation and insolvency lawyers remains strong going into
2020.
We have seen greater demand from candidates as the Cayman Islands becomes more
popular and coinciding with a downturn in the London market. This has made it more
competitive to obtain a role and there is usually tough competition.

Salaries
Salaries in the Cayman Islands vary by firm. A 3 PQE lawyer in the Cayman Islands
can earn between USD140,000 - USD160,000 as a base salary and then bonus and
benefits on top. As is commonplace in most markets, transactional lawyers tend to
earn slightly more than litigators.
PQE

Average Salary USD

3

150,000

4

175,000

5

200,000

6

225,000+

Tax Rate
In the Cayman Islands the tax rate on income is currently zero.
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Contact Details

We hope this guide was useful. For more information on the market and live vacancies in the
Cayman Islands, please contact Alex Gotch at Alex.Gotch@beacon-legal.com.au.
If you'd like one of our other Salary and Market Reports, we cover Dubai, Asia, London and
Australia. Please contact Alex to request any of these Reports.
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